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TO WHAT EXTENT DO WINERIES STUDY THEIR CONSUMERS AND VISITORS? IMPLICATIONS FOR WINE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
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In their quest for long-term sustainability and financial success, winery entrepreneurs increasingly perceive wine tourism and tourism-related enterprises as important facets of their business strategy. However, to benefit from wine tourism activities, winery operators will need to develop new skills and business capabilities. In this context, learning from and understanding consumers and visitors’ preferences and expectations is of paramount importance to wineries’ long-term sustainability and, importantly, their financial success. This study examines the extent to which winery owners and managers “study” their visitors, gathering data from 451 Italian, Spanish, and New World small and medium wineries. The majority of respondents indicate studying visitors to some extent; however, one third do not actively engage in activities that enable them to learn about visitor preferences and experiences, while over 40% would like to learn more about them. In addition, while respondents generally perceive studying visitors as beneficial, others are either skeptical or consider their current efforts sufficient. At a time when consumers have numerous leisure choices available to them, wineries and wine labels are operating in a highly competitive and increasingly sophisticated environment, these findings have significant implications for wine tourism specifically, as well as the hospitality and wine sectors generally.
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Introduction

The “natural” links between grapes and wine and rural areas, landscape, and hedonic experiences also extend to their strong association with the wine industry, tourism, and hospitality. These associations and synergies unite these sectors, and include activities ranging from wine consumption, food and wine pairings, and overall added value of the consumption experience. In the last two decades, there has been a well-documented interest and popularity in “wine tourism” among practitioners (wineries), researchers, and consumers. Several authors (Hall, Sharple, Cambourne, & Maconis, 2000;
O’Neill, Palmer, & Charters, 2002) refer to wine tourism as an activity that essentially involves visitation of wineries to learn about wines, to taste wines, meet the wine makers, enjoy the scenery, and, whenever available, accompany wineries’ wine product with local foods.

Within the wine tourism experience, cellar door visits are one of the highlights (Alant & Bruwer, 2004; Hall et al., 2000; MacKinnon & Cambourne, 1998), in part because these spaces represent a “unique consumption setting” (Gill, Byslma, & Ouschan, 2007, p. 257). The proximity of many cellar doors to the wineries’ vineyards or winemaking facilities also serves to reinforce the educational aspects of the winery visit. Moreover, a cellar door’s more intimate setting, as opposed to the “faceless” supermarket or liquor store environment, can also enhance the potential for initiating winery-consumer relationships in various forms. Gill et al. (2007) use the term “public face of the winery” (p. 257) to further underline the symbolic but vital importance of the cellar door. Indeed, these authors conclude that the cellar door is particularly important for small wineries as it may be their “largest distribution channel available” (p. 258). Hence, providing more personalized winery experiences, coupled with educational efforts to create winery-visitor relationships, and continuously monitoring consumer behavior (visitors’ winery experience) could provide both tangible and intangible benefits to winery businesses and their surrounding communities.

In this context, Asaro and Patti (2011, p. 443) explain that research conducted on wine tourists’ behavior can be helpful in the development of wine tourism, as well as assisting wineries in managing wine tourist demand. Many studies have sought to gain an understanding of winery visitors, often referred to as “wine tourists.” Researchers have investigated winery experiences in terms of demographic and psychographic characteristics (Tassiopoulos, Nuntsu, & Haydam, 2004), purpose of visit (Charters & Ali-Knight, 2002), service quality at the cellar door (O’Neill & Charters, 2000), and wine tourism destination image attributes (Williams, 2001).

Despite the value and contribution of these studies, several areas concerning the winery experience remain underresearched. One research gap relates to the strategies wineries are utilizing to understand the motivations and preferences of their current and potential visitors. Examining this critical winery-visitor dimension could be useful for individual wineries, their regional and national wine sectors, as well as for other “stakeholders,” including visitors, the hospitality sector, rural areas, and their communities. Additionally, in times of economic uncertainty and struggle among rural communities, new and added information could enable wineries and their host communities to better position themselves as valid and “attractive” tourism and culinary destinations. Therefore, the present study sheds light on areas in which wineries could positively impact their marketing and service and product quality performance efforts, particularly concerning their visitors. The following research questions (RQs) are proposed and investigated:

**RQ1:** To what extent do winery operators (their owners and managers) as part of their business strategies “study” their consumers, including visitors to their wineries?

**RQ2:** In what ways, if any, do wineries’ management seek to learn about their visitors’ winery experience, or gather feedback from them?

**RQ3:** What are their interpretations of the perceived and actual benefits of studying their visitors?

The study will predominantly focus on small and microwineries, as these enterprises represent the majority in their sector in most wine-producing countries (O’Neill & Palmer, 2004), and therefore represent an important group.

**Literature Review**

**Importance of Consumer Research in the Wine Sector**

The wine sector is a key element in the culture and tradition of many rural regions. Wineries and their allied business constitute an important economic engine. For example, in many cases wineries can be an important source of employment, or contribute to ensuring individuals’ livelihood, and in turn add to the material prosperity of the rural communities in which they live. Additionally, and indirectly, wineries and vineyards can add “scenic value” to a region (Scherrer, Alonso, & Sheridan,
2009), especially to travelers’ enjoyment, and potentially contribute to economic and non-economic “multiplier effects” derived from tourism development.

In recent years, and partly following the developments of numerous New World regions (e.g., Napa and Sonoma Valley, California; Hunter Valley, Australia; Marlborough, New Zealand), several Old World wine regions (e.g., Tuscany, Rioja, Bordeaux) have increased their involvement in developing wine tourism. Arguably, wine tourism is already well established in some Old World regions (O’Neill & Palmer, 2004). However, recent studies (Alonso & Liu, 2011; Azerö & Patti, 2011; López-Guzmán, Rodríguez-García, Sánchez-Cañizares, & Luján-García, 2011; Marzo-Navarro & Podrajá-Iglesias, 2012) suggest that in other European regions it remains underdeveloped.

As a result of government, regional, and other initiatives, wine trails are being established to cater for and encourage wine tourism. In spite of government and regional initiatives, individual entrepreneurial efforts among wineries willing to join the “wine tourism bandwagon” appear to be more common. In opening one’s doors to the public, creating visitor–winery relationships, drawing visitors to rural areas and ultimately marketing a local product (wine), studying one’s consumers, and educating visitors could become vital tools for winery entrepreneurs. For many wine consumers, including nontraditional consumers (“beginners”), and those interested in knowing about wines, wineries and their cellar doors can contribute to increased wine knowledge, generally in a nont hreatening environment (Dodd, 1995).

The creation of nont hreatening, welcoming cellar door environments could be valuable to winery operators’ market expansion strategies. For example, authors including Alonso (2011a) and Glueckman (1986) have reflected on the snobbery and pretense often associated with wine products, and explained that this snobbery could potentially disenfranchise a nontraditional consumer marketplace. The intimidation factor is also evident in that many wine consumers lack confidence when it comes to wine selection, either when choosing wine for themselves or to share with others (LaTour, LaTour, & Feinstein, 2011, p. 445). The fact that many micro, small, and medium wine producers heavily depend on sales through their cellar doors (Carlsen, 2004) reinforces the importance of these environments in spreading wine knowledge, studying visitors, improving the image that wines have among some consumers (i.e., its links with “snobbery”), and building strong winery–visitor relationships.

According to O’Neill et al. (2002, p. 342), developing reliable and simple measurements of service quality is a critical component in consumer behavior and services marketing research. O’Neill et al. (2002) refer to the winery visit part of both “tangible and service production processes” (p. 342), thus suggesting the importance of the wine product, as well as that of the “human touch” in the winery or cellar door experience. Together, these elements can add the extra value that wine purchases in other environments may not provide. From the demand side (consumers and visitors, from here onwards abbreviated as “CSVs”) service quality, technical quality (e.g., wine quality), price, and “social value” can have a positive impact on winery visitors (Gill et al., 2007). Further, from a supply point of view, O’Neill and Palmer (2004, p. 273) note three clear opportunities for winery owners to tap into, namely: the chance to add value to the winery, minimize distribution costs, and develop brand equity. Further, Bruwer (2003) explains the benefit (supply side) from understanding cellar door visitors in terms of developing “more appropriate and improved wine tourism products” (p. 424).

Regarding the concept of wine tourism, Carlsen (2004) cautions that “most visits to wineries are only part of an overall holiday” (p. 7), and that “it may be premature to develop specific marketing strategies for wine tourists” (p. 7). However, wine tourism involvement is indeed diverse, and not only refers to traveling through a wine region, but also the simple act of stopping at the winery to purchase wines (Alant & Bruwer, 2004). Moreover, the development and establishment of wine routes, or simply the location of many wineries open to the public near cities, or in and around tourist destinations such as the cases of New Zealand (Marlborough, Wairarapa), Australia (Hunter Valley, Swan Valley), Italy (Tuscany) or California (Napa Valley) illustrate that individual visitation and discovery are possible.

An “impromptu” stop at a winery to purchase wines and a resulting positive cellar door experience
could lead to individuals seeking the local brand (if available) elsewhere, spreading positive word of mouth about the winery (O’Neill & Palmer, 2004), physically traveling to the region again, or bringing new visitors. When discussing the “life stage” dimension as it relates to wine tourism, Brown and Getz (2005) refer in part to this aspect when they underline the importance of “the presence of a ‘significant other’ who is also a wine lover” (p. 268) as a way to facilitate wine tourism involvement. Other forms of tourism can be encouraged, because some wine regions possess attributes that provide a range of “experience options for wine tourists” (Alent & Bruwer, 2004, p. 28). In fact, Brown and Getz (2005) noticed in some wine regions that respondents were traveling “for reasons other than wine” (p. 275), even though “where possible, they included wine in their activities” (p. 275), thus taking advantage of being in a wine region.

Consequently, Brown and Getz (2005) suggest that both wine exports and wine tourism “should be mutually reinforcing” (p. 267), further strengthening the argument that wine tourism’s potential, benefits, and ramifications can transcend beyond the winery surroundings or postpurchase behavior. Brown and Getz (2005) also associate wine tourism to destination choice theory. They present a framework (wine-related factors in the destination choice model) adapted from Ryan (2002), and partly based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Under the item “tourist variables,” the framework includes motives, personality, lifestyle, life stage, and experience to increase the understanding of visitors’ motivations, which in turn may illuminate the reasons for their product and experience choices. Other contributions of Brown and Getz’s (2005) framework include “marketing variables and destination awareness,” “affective association to destinations,” “tourist destination preferences,” and “situational variables” (p. 268). Their findings confirm that personal dimension in the form of tourist variables (needs, motives, personality, lifestyle, experience, and life stage) appeared to be most important to their participants.

Overall, much of the contemporary hospitality and tourism research conducted in wineries focuses on the demand side (CsVs), with studies investigating visitors’ winery experiences, including their motivations to visit wineries, or at the cellar door (Getz & Brown, 2006). Figure 1 provides a summary of significant elements and themes related to wine tourism’s demand (winery visitor). This summary is based on the contemporary wine consumer and wine tourism literature that essentially discusses the multiple benefits that the study of winery visitors may subsequently provide to different stakeholders of the wine and wine tourism equations (e.g., wineries, wine sector).

Despite an ever-growing volume of wine tourism research, many knowledge gaps still exist. According to Carlse (2004), even the dimension of visitors’ motivations to visit wineries has not been sufficiently addressed, but “is yet to be fully developed” (p. 10). Recently, Bruwer, Lesscheere, and Campbell (2012) argue that “the question ‘who is the wine tourist?’ has yet to be definitively answered” (p. 46). Moreover, few studies focus on the supply side (winery owners and managers). In particular, very few identify how managers are involved in “studying” their visitors. Given the different implications of this area for wineries, consumers, the hospitality sector, and wine tourism, the present study will seek to shed light on this underresearched area.

Methodology

Apart from investigating the extent to which wineries study their CsVs, the present exploratory study was part of a larger project that examined facets of winery entrepreneurship, and emergent issues that respondents’ businesses and the wine sector as a whole may be facing. More specifically, the project was divided into different themes, including internationalization efforts among wineries, challenges wineries face in the current economic and competitive climate, ways in which the wine sector could be improved, and the extent to which wineries may have benefited from wine tourism. While significant in their own right, these themes are beyond the scope of the present study, and might be addressed in future investigations.

The distant and scattered nature of Italian, Spanish and New World wineries, as well as budget and time constraints prevented the researchers from traveling to all selected nations. Alternative approaches, such as making long-distance telephone calls to interview potential respondents, or
mailing questionnaires overseas were not feasible and, while considered, were not chosen. Instead, to collect data economically, promptly, and conveniently, a decision was made to use an online questionnaire.

Contemporary wine entrepreneurship and wine consumer and wine tourism research was consulted when developing the survey instrument (e.g., All-Knight & Charters, 1999; Alonso, 2011b; O'Neill & Palmer, 2004; O'Neill et al., 2002). As noted, in this study the overarching theme—and therefore the research questions—were concerned with the extent to which wineries study their visitors. Thus, apart from providing space available in the form of comment boxes to gather their views (qualitative data) regarding the research questions, a decision was made to provide respondents with several answer choices that might address these questions. For instance, the options respondents could select from (i.e., “check” the response choice in the online questionnaire as applicable) sought to learn about their proactive efforts, particularly in answering the following overarching question: To what extent does your winery ‘study’ wine consumers, for instance, people visiting your winery? The available choices were:

- Visitors’ motivations
- Visitors’ demographics
- Visitors’ winery experience
- Potential/assumed benefits

Outcomes/usefulness of research for wine/winery “stakeholders”:

- Wineries
  - Wine sector
  - Wine region
  - Region/community
- Consumers
  - Researchers
  - Marketers
  - Tourism development

Wine tourism

*Figure 1.* Importance of studying winery visitors. A simplified perspective drawn from contemporary research.

Sometimes we talk to our visitors, for instance, to gather their views on our wines.

Sometimes we carry out surveys among our consumers (for instance, via questionnaires).

We are interested in learning more about our consumers.

In addition, based on one of the authors’ previous observations and research experience, it was also determined to provide other choices that may illustrate wineries’ limitations in studying their CsVs. Thus, the following statements or answer choices were available for respondents to select (“check” in the online questionnaire) as applicable:

- We do not have the means (economic, human, other) to study our consumers.
- We do not carry out any study about our consumers at this point.
- We do not believe that studying our consumers is necessary.
- We do not have time to study our consumers.

Between February and June of 2011, all wine regions (designations of origin or DOs) of Italy and Spain were consulted using regional, DO, and national websites. In the case of New World
wineries, websites of local winery listings and national wine associations were used. All the wineries that featured an electronic mail (email) as part of their contact details were chosen; subsequently, a database of all existing email addresses was created. A message sent to the attention of wineries’ management explained the purpose of the study, its objectives, and potential benefits, and invited recipients to participate in the study using a link to the online questionnaire provided in the message. As Table 1 indicates, a total of 7,192 wineries were contacted; each message was sent to small groups of wineries (between three and seven addresses each time). A reminder was sent approximately 10 days after the first contact, followed by a last reminder with a “thank you” message.

Given that the study focused on small (micro) and medium enterprises (SMEs), a decision was made to include all wineries that employed 30 or fewer full-time employees. Thus, the study uses a subset of the entire sample, or 88.8% (451/508); 55 respondents indicated employing more than 30 full-time employees, and two did not indicate their number of full-time employees. In addition, there was concern that, if included, this small number of wineries excluded (57) might contribute to the skewing of some of the results. Overall, given the much larger ratio of SMEs in the study (451 vs. 57), it was decided to use this number as the final subset. Review of the literature identified that definitions of SMEs differ internationally. For instance, in New Zealand, SMEs employ fewer than 20 employees (Ministry of Economic Development, 2005), in Australia fewer than 200 (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2001), and in European Union nations 250 or fewer (European Commission, 2010). Because no universal SME definition exists, the selection of 30 and fewer full-time employees was deemed appropriate. Under this selection protocol, 451 usable responses were obtained (Table 1). Arguably, many among the 7,192 wineries contacted may be considered medium or large in size. However, the number of responses in this study is calculated from that number; thus, an overall 6.3% response rate was achieved. While this percentage is low, it was considered sufficient for the exploratory nature of the study.

In line with previous studies (e.g., Alonso, 2011b; Aylward, 2007), Pearson’s chi-square ($\chi^2$) and Cramer’s V statistics were run when establishing potential differences, for instance, regarding involvement in wine tourism and the items provided as answer choices. Regarding respondents’ comments, in the following sections these comments are labeled as follows: “Respondent Italy 1” as IT1, “Respondent Spain 1” as S1, “Respondent New World 1” as NW1, and so on.

### Table 1
Selected Characteristics From the Participating Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Production (in Liters)*</th>
<th>Contacted</th>
<th>Useful Responses (%)</th>
<th>Selected (SMEs) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old World</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy (IT)</td>
<td>4.6 billion</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>240 (7.3)</td>
<td>212 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain (S)</td>
<td>3.6 billion</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>136 (8.0)</td>
<td>118 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>376 (7.5)</td>
<td>330 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New World</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1.07 billion</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>30 (4.7)</td>
<td>30 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1.90 million</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>25 (5.9)</td>
<td>28 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>2.7 billion</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>18 (3.9)</td>
<td>18 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>56 million</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>17 (9.1)</td>
<td>17 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>1.63 billion</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>12 (8.1)</td>
<td>11 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>9.22 million</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>7 (4.8)</td>
<td>7 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>1.12 million</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11 (13.3)</td>
<td>6 (10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>884 million</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8 (13.3)</td>
<td>4 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,192</td>
<td>132 (6.0)</td>
<td>121 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,192</td>
<td>508 (7.1)</td>
<td>451 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Results

**Demographic Results Among the Participating Wineries**

Table 2 shows the demographic characteristics of the participating wineries. Almost half of the wineries (46.6%) have been established in the last 15 years, while the second largest group (28.4%) was established 36 or more years ago. In this study, New World and Spanish wineries belong to the more recently established groups as opposed to Italian wineries, with 47.2% being established at least 36 years ago. In addition, respondents from Italian wineries tend to fulfill one role only, as opposed to New World and Spanish respondents, who tend to occupy multiple roles. The fact that wineries from these last two groups have been established more recently than Italian wineries may be a reason for this finding. In view of their new status, perhaps respondents are compelled to diversify their operations in order to maximize existing resources while minimizing expenses. In contrast, the longer establishment of the participating Italian wineries suggests that respondents from this group tend to focus more on running the business, or in delegating other individuals (i.e., wine makers) to perform specific tasks.

The majority of wineries from Italy and Spain (85.3% and 78.8%, respectively) produce 20,000 bottles (750 ml) or more, while only 56.2% of New World wineries do so. Commonalities between the wineries included their size in terms of employee numbers, with a higher percentage of Italian and New World wineries employing five or fewer employees. Further, a higher percentage of Italian than New World or Spanish respondents indicated that their wineries were involved in wine tourism. The longer establishment of Italian wineries participating in this study could also be a factor for their stronger involvement with wine tourism, compared to the other two groups.

### Importance of Studying One's Consumers and Visitors (CsVs)

Asked in what ways, if any, respondents studied their CsVs, no significant differences were noticed between the three participating groups (Table 3). Overall, the majority (62.3%) indicated occasionally talking to CsVs to gather their views about

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Italy [n (%)]</th>
<th>Spain [n (%)]</th>
<th>New World [n (%)]</th>
<th>Total [n (%)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time since the winery has been established</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years or less</td>
<td>60 (28.3)</td>
<td>64 (54.2)</td>
<td>86 (71.1)</td>
<td>210 (66.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-35 years</td>
<td>49 (23.1)</td>
<td>28 (23.7)</td>
<td>31 (25.6)</td>
<td>108 (23.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36+ years</td>
<td>100 (47.2)</td>
<td>25 (21.2)</td>
<td>3 (2.5)</td>
<td>128 (28.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3 (1.4)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>5 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role(s) of respondents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only one role (e.g., owner only)</td>
<td>147 (69.3)</td>
<td>54 (45.8)</td>
<td>55 (45.5)</td>
<td>256 (56.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than one role (e.g., owner and winemaker)</td>
<td>57 (26.9)</td>
<td>59 (49.2)</td>
<td>61 (50.4)</td>
<td>176 (39.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>8 (3.8)</td>
<td>6 (5.1)</td>
<td>5 (4.1)</td>
<td>19 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production of the winery (bottles)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19,999 and below</td>
<td>28 (13.2)</td>
<td>24 (20.3)</td>
<td>52 (43.0)</td>
<td>104 (23.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000-59,999</td>
<td>110 (51.9)</td>
<td>47 (39.8)</td>
<td>65 (28.9)</td>
<td>192 (42.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000+</td>
<td>73 (34.4)</td>
<td>46 (39.0)</td>
<td>33 (27.3)</td>
<td>152 (33.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>3 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 or fewer</td>
<td>156 (73.6)</td>
<td>79 (66.9)</td>
<td>89 (73.6)</td>
<td>324 (71.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-20</td>
<td>56 (26.4)</td>
<td>39 (33.1)</td>
<td>32 (26.4)</td>
<td>127 (28.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>11 (5.3)</td>
<td>5 (4.2)</td>
<td>8 (6.7)</td>
<td>24 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their wines. As illustrated, almost one third of the winery operators do not study their CsVs, and 16.4% do not have the means, or time, to do so. However, of importance was the finding that 41.7% are interested in learning more about their CsVs.

Some differences were found and related to whether the wineries were or were not involved in wine tourism; a summary of these results is shown in Table 4. For instance, the majority (70.5%) of the participants involved in wine tourism recognized sometimes “talking” to their visitors, compared to 30.5% of those wineries not involved in wine tourism; this difference was statistically significant ($\chi^2(1, n = 418) = 35.497, p < 0.001$). At the same time, 28.1% of those respondents whose wineries were involved in wine tourism acknowledged not studying their visitors, compared to 67.8% of those wineries not involved in wine tourism ($\chi^2(1, n = 418) = 35.661, p < 0.001$). Further, a higher percentage (46.5%) of those respondents whose wineries are involved in wine tourism indicated being interested in learning more about their consumers, compared to 28.8% of those whose wineries were not involved in wine tourism ($\chi^2(1, n = 418) = 6.446, p < 0.05$). In the case of wineries involved in wine tourism, this percentage is modest, especially given that such involvement may require regular face-to-face interaction and contact.

Overall, of concern is that almost 3 in 10 wineries involved in wine tourism are not currently studying their visitors; given the low percentage of participants, this number may be much higher. In contrast, and despite only representing 13.5% of the entire participating population, only 3 out of 10 managers whose wineries are currently not involved in wine tourism appear to be interested in studying CsVs. These findings have significant implications for wine marketing and wine tourism. Earlier research (Alant & Bruwer, 2004) conducted among 214 winery CsVs identified three dimensions: visitor, wine region, and visit dynamic. Expectedly, the visitor dimension includes demographics and wine consumption; the wine region includes attractions and the regional brand image, while the visit dynamic includes first-time and repeat visit (Alant & Bruwer, 2004). Further, under these three dimensions, several subdimensions linked to CsVs’ motivations also emerged, including wine brand affinity (visitor dimension), infrastructure and accessibility (wine region dimension), and duration of stay, travel mode, and travel party (visit dynamic) (Alant & Bruwer, 2004).

Together, these dimensions provide a blueprint for wineries’ management to not only learn about the visitors, but extend such knowledge to promote and market the region, thus creating a continuous flow of information that goes beyond the wine tourism experience. In fact, Brown and Getz (2005) found that many winery visitors have an interest in visiting and experiencing from classic wine destinations (France, Italy), those close-to-home, and other regions considered of "major growth potential" such as Australia. This finding, and the fact that other wine countries do not seem to have a strong appeal among visitors, led Brown and Getz (2005) to conclude: “marketing and image are also important in differentiating wine tourism destinations” (p. 274). Thus, the apparent modest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Italy [n (%)]</th>
<th>Spain [n (%)]</th>
<th>New World [n (%)]</th>
<th>Totals [n (%)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes we talk to our CsVs, for instance, to gather their views on our wines.</td>
<td>134 (63.2)</td>
<td>77 (65.3)</td>
<td>70 (57.9)</td>
<td>281 (62.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are interested in learning more about our CsVs</td>
<td>87 (41.0)</td>
<td>47 (39.4)</td>
<td>54 (44.6)</td>
<td>188 (41.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We do not carry out any study about our CsVs at this point.</td>
<td>65 (30.7)</td>
<td>45 (38.1)</td>
<td>36 (29.8)</td>
<td>146 (32.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes we carry out surveys among our CsVs (for instance, via surveys).</td>
<td>39 (18.4)</td>
<td>20 (16.9)</td>
<td>15 (12.4)</td>
<td>74 (16.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We do not have the means (economic, human, other) to study our CsVs.</td>
<td>19 (9.0)</td>
<td>18 (15.3)</td>
<td>8 (6.6)</td>
<td>45 (10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We do not have time to study our CsVs.</td>
<td>12 (5.7)</td>
<td>7 (5.9)</td>
<td>6 (5.0)</td>
<td>25 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We do not believe that studying our CsVs is necessary.</td>
<td>7 (3.3)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>9 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Respondents could provide more than one answer.

*Percentages are calculated from 451 respondents.

Table 3
Extent to Which Wineries "Study" Their Consumers and Visitors (CsVs)
involvement in studying CsVs may be preventing wineries from maximizing potential commercial opportunities, with direct consequences for the successful marketing of the local wine sector and the region.

Similar percentages of participants of both groups (wine tourism involvement or lack of involvement), acknowledged lacking the means (economic, human, other) to study their CsVs. In fact, 10% of those respondents whose wineries are involved in wine tourism versus 13.6% of those whose wineries are not involved in wine tourism acknowledged such limitation. A similar outcome (5.8% vs. 6.8%) was noticed when comparing wine tourism involvement or no involvement and the item “We do not have time to study our consumers.”

While some of the differences above are partly expected, the overall findings in this section are surprising. Moreover, given the involvement with wine tourism of the large majority of the wineries, studying their visitors could provide many benefits. For example, in referring to other authors (Cronin & Taylor 1992; Gabbot & Hogg 1997, Gwynne, Devlin, & Emnew, 1998), O’Neill et al., 2002 explain that “understanding the current awareness of service quality and its importance to cellar door sales is essential” (p. 344). However, this notion does not apply to many of the participating wineries, and is in stark contrast to the “message” of contemporary consumer and wine tourism research that emphasizes the importance of studying one’s CsVs.

Further analysis identified that 77.7% of respondents, whose wineries were established between 16 and 35 years ago, indicated sometimes talking to their visitors and gathering their views, compared to 60.4% of those whose wineries were established in the last 15 years or earlier \( [\chi^2(2, n = 428) = 10.297, p < 0.05] \). This finding suggests that the more experience running the winery respondents have, the more inquisitive they are about how their products are perceived. Wine production levels also appeared to influence wineries’ involvement in studying their CsVs. For example, 10.3% of those producing fewer than 20,000 liters of wine indicated “Sometimes we carry out surveys among our CsVs (for instance, via questionnaires),” as opposed to 25.9% of those producing 100,000 liters and more \( [\chi^2(2, n = 431) = 12.402, p < 0.05] \). While statistically significant, the very low percentages of this last finding reinforce the argument that despite its potential benefits, there is a very limited level of enquiry among the participating wineries about winery visitors or about their experience.

**Respondents’ Comments**

As few as 58 respondents (12.8%) provided written comments; this modest involvement is in part illustrative of the of wineries’ limited interest and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary of Comparisons Using Pearson’s Chi-Square (( \chi^2 )) Test</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Asymptotic Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison between involvement and lack of involvement in wine tourism and extent to which respondents “study” their CsVs</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.001 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.5% of participants involved in wine tourism acknowledged sometimes “talking” to their CsVs, as opposed to only 30.3% of those not involved in wine tourism.</td>
<td>35.497</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.001 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.1% of respondents involved in wine tourism do not carry out any study about their CsVs at this point, compared to 67.8% of those not involved in wine tourism.</td>
<td>35.661</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.001 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.5% of respondents involved in wine tourism are interested in learning more about their CsVs as opposed to 28.3% of those not involved in wine tourism.</td>
<td>6.446</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.05 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison between time since the winery was established and extent to which respondents “study” their CsVs</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.05 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.7% of respondents whose wineries were established between 16-35 years ago acknowledged sometimes “talking” to their CsVs, as opposed to only 60.4% of those whose wineries were established 15 years ago or less.</td>
<td>10.297</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.05 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison between wine production volume and extent to which respondents “study” their CsVs.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.05 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.9% of respondents whose wineries produce 100,000 liters of wine or more sometimes study their CsVs through surveys, as opposed to 10.3% of those whose wineries produce 20,000 liters or less.</td>
<td>12.402</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.05 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
commitment to studying their visitors (Table 3). A clear difference was found among the participating groups. For example, despite representing only 26.8% of the entire sample of participants, just over half (30, 51.7%) of the comments were made by New World respondents. In a way, this finding suggests more familiarity—and involvement—in some of the New World countries and regions with the wine tourism concept among winery entrepreneurs. This aspect also mirrors the large number of wine tourism studies conducted in New World wine regions in the last decade. In contrast, recent studies (López-Guzmán et al., 2011; Marzo-Navarro & Pedraja-Iglesias, 2012) suggest the developing nature of wine tourism in some Old World countries and regions, in this case Spain.

The Skeptical, Passive, and (Over)Confident Winery Manager. In general, the comments that respondents provided identified two distinct respondent groups. The views of the first group (17, 29.3%) were skeptical, passive in their involvement, or overconfident regarding the importance of studying CsVs. Interestingly, 15 of these participants had indicated that their wineries were involved in wine tourism. One respondent from this group flatly dismissed the need for studying CsVs: “I am a local [resident]; I believe I know our direct consumers well enough” (RS1). This sentiment was echoed by other respondents whose wineries were involved in wine tourism. These respondents did not perceive a value in studying their CsVs, or they were skeptical of doing so:

We know our visitors perfectly; we keep their email contacts to communicate with them. (RI1)

We have feedback sheets, guest book, and focus groups. We understand our customers very well. (NW1)

By selling directly we have a continuous relationship with our clients and therefore we don’t see it necessary to conduct a market study. (R12)

We assume that, given the importance of our area, consumers’ knowledge is quite advanced. . . . (R13)

People do not want to fill out questionnaires. (RS2)

So far we do not have any method in place for tracking our customers that come through the cellar door. . . . We do get a good idea just from talking to them across the counter. (NW3)

Other Categories of Winery Owners and Managers. A second group of respondents (41, 70.7%) reflected on the necessity to understand and talk to their CsVs. Importantly, this information gathering process was valuable and, despite the limitations of their businesses in terms of size, human or financial resources, respondents seek to study or communicate with CsVs and learn about them, as the following comments illustrate:

We ALWAYS talk to our visitors—it’s about all we can do currently, but appreciate the value that more formal studies might have.” (NW3)

We believe that one of the key aspects is to get to know our potential clients. (NW4)

Another respondent acknowledged that “no formal study or survey mechanisms” (NW5) existed at the winery; in this situation, “customer cellar door staff interaction” was the main source of information for the winery. Although these approaches were important, and respondents were interested in their consumers’ feedback, tastes, and preferences, the approach to studying their CsVs was not strategic. Indeed, despite the value of understanding their consumers’ preferences and encouraging feedback relevant to their winery experiences, operators had not developed systems and processes to respond to the information gathered.

In one case, the comments suggested that the study of one’s CsVs was almost an obsessive exercise:

We “bombard” them with requests to broaden our knowledge about their consumption habits. (RI4)

Also, only one respondent indicated printing a winery newsletter to study the winery’s CsVs, while a second acknowledged using social media (i.e., Facebook) for this purpose. Similarly, very few comments alluded at the use of technology, or the compilation of a visitor database or plans to do so:

We ask our clients to send us a message, evaluating their visit and our wines. (RS2)

Building up databases of clients. (NW7)

Our POS (point of sale) accepts zip/postal codes with each transaction, which help us determine where are customers are coming from. (NW8)

We collect voluntary zip code info and track distance based on that. (NW9)
Most comments mentioned the use of traditional approaches to gathering information about their CsVs, including point of sale surveys, visitor books, and qualitative employee-driven observations:

We have a registry of our visits so that we learn about their profile (age, gender/sex, origin, whether traveling in couples or groups). (RS3)

All our visitors complete a questionnaire and write their impressions in a record book. We keep their contact details, [when we are] promoting events, new products, etc. (R15)

We are preparing a survey because we are interested to know what consumers think of us, how they learned about us and for them to make suggestions to help us improve. (RS4)

We count the numbers of visitors to our winery; we have a “golden” book, and also space for complaints. (NW10)

We track the amount of people that come through our door, how they heard about our business, and how much they spend. (NW11)

Running Pearson’s chi-square and Cramer’s V statistics to test whether the two seemingly different groups in terms of their approach to studying CsVs were related to the age of the winery, respondents’ number of roles, the winery’s volume of production, or number of employees, no statistically significant differences were identified.

Perceived Benefits of Studying and Learning From CsVs

Overall, respondents’ comments suggest the different ways in which they were benefitting or how they perceived and interpreted the benefits of studying their CsVs. For instance, one winery owner who marketed and sold his wines at a local farmers’ market perceived that studying and understanding his consumers’ needs and wants had a direct impact on the final wine product:

The communication with the customer is all important, so is the tasting of the wine before any purchase. I understand the likes and preferences; do a lot of educating; all this influences my wine-making. (NW12)

While respondents were interested in feedback that would advance their knowledge: “It is quite positive knowing what visitors think of our winery” (NW10), learning from consumers was clearly not only about the positive aspects of the wine(s) or the winery experience: “we encourage and welcome feedback on our wines, even negative feedback” (NW13). Face-to-face encounters and conversations were useful for visitors to absorb information about the winery’s products, and learn how to make more informed decisions about wines:

We speak with our customers and learn a lot about the market, preferences, etc. (NW14)

We always talk to our visitors as their tasting notes assist us greatly. (NW15)

During their visit we chat with them (visitors) to know their tastes, preferences, and opinions . . . we taste wines jointly so that they become active participants and learn as much as possible. (RS5)

“Active participation” in some cases was not limited to encouraging visitors to learn information about the winery, or its wines, but extended to promoting the region or other tourist attractions:

We also actively promote other tourist attractions, including other vineyards and wineries. (NW13)

We talk to our guests (not all of whom are necessarily interested in wine) about agri-tourism, and with tourists . . . that arrive directly to our winery to buy wines. (R116)

This last comment is in line with research by Alant and Bruwer (2004) and Brown and Getz (2005), who similarly discuss the (leisure) opportunities wine regions might provide in spite of the fact that they may not necessarily be linked to wineries and the wine product. Consequently, wine tourism and winery operators’ activities can benefit the rural communities in which they reside. This multiplier effect is of notable importance given the economic and other hardships experienced by many regional and rural communities.

Respondents’ views also illustrate the strategies being developed amongst winery operators to build and retain market share:

We try to gain visitors’ loyalty. . . . Those staying more than four nights at our accommodation “receive a three-year gift”: one of our vines they
can come back, work with, and follow its development. Each year, these visitors will receive one personalized bottle of wine (with a customized label), and at their request, they can also receive a photo of their wine in its various phenological cycles [dormant, budburst, flowering, etc.]. (R17)

This respondent was implementing a knowledge-based initiative in order to build long-term winery-visitor relationships. Moreover, through the visitors’ interest in wine, and by being awarded a symbolic 3-year gift, these visitors had an opportunity to build an emotional association and in turn a sense of attachment with the place they visited and the wines they consumed. For the winery, this initiative also provided an avenue to “test” visitors’ response and build more knowledge in the process.

Discussion, Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations, and Future Research

Given its identified importance for the success of many product- and service-orientated businesses, learning about CsVs in the context of the wine tourism experience has been a key emphasis in much of the contemporary wine tourism literature. For example, “As the market for wine develops so the wine tourism experience also changes” (Ali-Knight & Charters, 1999, p. 10). If winery operators do not see a value in studying and understanding their current consumers, then their cellar door offerings may not align with changing consumer expectations. In light of emergent market challenges, “Wineries must grow with the demand to give people the experience they are looking for” (Ali-Knight & Charters, 1999, p. 11). Therefore, studying CsVs may allow many wineries to identify and anticipate challenges, trends, and better address consumer and visitor needs and wants. However, while much of the existing research has examined the demand (CsVs) side of wine tourism, very few studies have been conducted on the supply side, that is: from the perspective of winery owners and managers.

The present study examined this underresearched area from the perspective of a group of Italian, Spanish, and New World micro, small, and medium wineries. Figure 2 provides a conceptual framework of the underlying themes and comments identified in the study’s findings. These outcomes confirm very different levels of perceptions, strategies, and initiatives concerning the study of winery CsVs. In fact, there is an identified disparity between the attitudes and interpretations of winery operators and the normative “message” provided by many researchers regarding the importance of knowing about one’s consumers, and how such knowledge can benefit wineries (see Fig. 1). Further, while respondents overall acknowledge being involved in studying their CsVs, one in three are not directly engaging in any such initiatives, and over 40% would like to learn more, clearly suggesting a deficiency among the participating wineries in learning their CsVs. Thus, an argument can be made that there appears to be a gap between the emphasis placed in contemporary wine and wine tourism research, that is: what wineries “should or could be doing,” and what in actual fact is occurring among the participating winery owners and managers.

Respondents’ comments also illustrate a certain level of “fragmentation” in their perceptions and involvement in such efforts; the study identified that one group, the majority, is keen to expand the knowledge of CsVs. Indeed, members of this group are reaching out to their CsVs in different ways to study them, and potentially benefit from the information. In contrast, a second, smaller group is composed of skeptical, passive, and seemingly overconfident respondents, some of whom downplayed the importance of consumer and visitor study initiatives. No associations, however, were noted between these two groups and other characteristics of wineries and respondents, including age of the winery, volume of production, number of employees, or whether respondents have one or more roles at the winery.

Hence, the seeming lack of consensus illustrates that, despite contemporary issues in the wine sector, many winery owners and managers remain oblivious, or simply are unable to become more involved in learning about their CsVs. Contemporary issues include not only fierce competition between wines from already established and emerging wine producers and markets, but also developments from the consumer side, with potential implications for wine tourism. For instance, in South Australia alone, Bruwer and Li (2007) recognized five different wine-related lifestyle (WRL) segments among wine consumers: 1) conservative, knowledgeable, 2) enjoyment orientated, social, 3) basic, 4) mature, time-rich, and 5) young
professional. Another study conducted among US households (Kolyesnikova, Dodd, & Duhan, 2008) segmented respondents into four clusters: local enthusiasts, local detractors, local advocates, and local nonadvocates. These are only two among many different illustrations of wine, tourism, and wine tourism consumer segmentation studies. With the continuous growth of wine brands, tourist destinations, and segmentation of consumer markets, the overall findings illustrate a rather modest involvement among wineries to address these very important developments.

One argument for participants’ lack of research may be due to the limited size and resources of most participating wineries. However, given the potential benefits to be gained from learning about one’s consumer and visitor, the existing opportunities from this learning process should not be undervalued. Regarding this aspect, as industries move to more customized and less mass marketing consumer learning experiences, many opportunities exist for framing aspects related to consumers’ direct experiences (LaTour et al., 2011). Indeed, wineries and wine tourism feature many components, and a potentially ideal environment for service, even product customization. As noted previously, one comment (NW13) indicated how winery and consumer interaction at a farmers’ market was impacting the respondent’s final wine product.
The overall findings have very important implications for wineries’ management, for wine regions, wine tourism, and even for peripheral areas that are tourist destinations in their own right. For example, the identified modest involvement in studying one’s CsVs may result in lack of knowledge about one’s CsVs. This deficiency may act to prevent organizational innovation and creativity, as well as unrealized and potential business opportunities. Moreover, a winery that is failing to provide a consistent product and service quality may inevitably affect the image of the surrounding wineries, the entire wine region, or even the rural destination. In turn, if many wineries are failing, the negative consequences will be much stronger. These potential consequences may also have clear implications for the wine tourism product in the wine region.

While many wineries lack the resources to invest in external assistance to study and learn about their CsVs, several basic and economically feasible steps could be implemented. For instance, as some responses demonstrate, written feedback (“golden book”), postvisit feedback, or simple face-to-face communication can provide valuable knowledge to winery owners and managers. Further, few wineries were utilizing nontraditional strategies such as social media to both learn about and market their products and services. This finding is surprising in view of changing consumer preferences and in light of the need to retain and build market share. Another aspect that only one respondent in this study mentioned refers to the potential involvement of students in gathering consumer and visitor feedback, for instance, as part of a university postgraduate project. While an argument could be made about the role of universities or their programs in providing “free” consulting to businesses, allowing university students to gain in-the-field or practical experience in their areas of study by utilizing those skills (e.g., quantitative, analytical) could be of significant value for them as a learning process, and for wineries.

The number of participating wineries represents a limitation in this study. Consequently, it is acknowledged that the research findings are not generalizable and cannot be applied to other, micro, small, and medium size winery owners and managers, about wine tourism or about the wine industry of the participating countries. In addition, the number of participants in the different groups is not balanced, with Italy’s respondent group being clearly the more predominant, while other countries are clearly underrepresented.

However, the study provides initial insights into an area of critical importance: that of product and service delivery and the wine tourism experience. As discussed, the supply side of wine tourism remains underresearched, particularly from the perspective of winery owners and managers. The study’s findings also provide a foundation for future research. Future research could gather insights from a much larger number of participants, and also investigate whether differences exist in terms of country, region, or even DOs. In doing so, findings could help identify which of these, if any, tend to be more involved in studying their visitors, reasons for and strategies in such involvement, and benefits they might be obtaining by being more highly involved in such efforts.

Using a larger participant sample, studies could also determine whether differences exist between Old World and New World wineries and the extent to which winery owners and managers of these two wine “worlds” engage in studying their CsVs. Future investigations could also make comparisons between wineries according to their size (e.g., micro and small vs. medium) to identify whether size is a factor for wineries to engage in studying their CsVs. Finally, there is scope to further investigate the winery visitor (demand side), to make comparisons between visitors and different sizes of wineries, or between Old World and New World wineries. All these efforts could significantly contribute to increased knowledge, with practical applications for wine tourism practitioners (wineries) and academics. Such knowledge could also assist wine regions in their efforts to developing wine tourism, and in providing more memorable winery experiences, in the process enhancing the image of the wine region.
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